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Prayer to the Blazing Flame of the Purpose of Aurora

On September 25, 2022, the Virgin Mary appeared at the Marian Center of Aurora, in Uruguay, and
sent a special Message:

"My children, fifteen years ago, My Feet touched this sacred ground and I Am very grateful for this.
Because despite the obstacles and the delays, My Purpose in the world is being fulfilled, which is
the Sacred Purpose of the Source: that inner healing may reach as many souls as possible,
regardless of their condition or situation. Therefore, I want to again eternally thank all those who
experience Aurora in their hearts and dare to be a part of this Grace. (…)

I come here to again call upon you, so that you may accompany your Heavenly Mother in Her
planetary task, just as you have accompanied Me up to today. This is very significant to Me,
because I know that I can count on My children regardless of the distances, because I can count on
the hearts of those who say to Me, "Yes, Mother, I am here!" (...)

Today, in this inner temple, I leave to you the Unchanging Presence of the Holy Spirit so that,
whenever you need, in the silence of the heart and of the consciousness, you may come here to find
strength and fortitude, so that your hearts may always empty themselves and, through this Place of
Love, you may find what you internally need."

______________

O Blazing Flame of the Purpose of Aurora!
Guide the steps of all souls

toward an encounter with the Immaterial Source of the Heart of the Lord
so that all may be consecrated to His Divine Purpose

and the ties of yesterday may be dissolved
so that souls may attain liberation.

O Blazing Flame of the Purpose of Aurora!
Ignite the Sacred Star of the Brotherhood within the human heart,
so that the sacrifice for Christ may be vivid in joy and plenitude,

in the hope of concretizing His Return.

Amen.
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